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Panjabi Class Homework 
Grade – Grade 1 
Date – 10/22/2011 
 
Jaspal Aunty’s Class: 

Today Kids Practiced Mukta and Kanna Vocbulary with power-Point and enjoyed it. 

1. Finish your mukta and kanna practice sheet. 

2. Learn all the vocabulary from your Class-Work and Home-Work sheets. You will 

be having a test in next class. I will be saying the English words and you will write 

what it’s called in Punjabi. If I say Peas you will write mtr. 
3. Read Pages 7 and 8 from your book. we will start Sihari and Bihari in next class. 

4.Take sound dictation from your parents. Please show it to your teacher in class. 

 5.  Write one page of alphabets a to &. 
 6.  Memorize History questions 1-15 from your book. 

7. Memorize 4 seasons from your book. 

8.  Memorize 2nd pauri of Jupji sahib.  Kids who know 2nd pauri should start 

learning 3rd pauri. 

9. Learn names  of first, second, third and fourth Punjabi months from your book. 

10. Learn Days of the week from your book. 
 
 
Malka Aunty’s Class: 
1. Write 20 multi vowel words using 
kanna,sihari,bihari,aunkad,dulankad,lanvan,dulanvan.Bonus points can be earned if more 
then 20 words. 
 Please  write neat & clean : one word per line ,then skip line for next word.Use daily 
vocabulary words to help you learn better. 
2. Read page #13 & 14 from the book.When reading pay close attention to the words with 
that vowel. 
3. Pick any article paragraph or poem from newspaper 
circle kanna,sihari,bihari,aunkad,dulankad,lanvan,dulanvan words can be multi vowel . 
4. Make vowel flash cards using Flash cards or Paper: Write vowel name , sign of vowel 
one side , other side sound of vowel and one word with that vowel. 
  If you don't have flash cards don't worry we can make in class .I will bring extra ones in 
next class. 
5. Recite 3rd Paudi. 
6. Memorize numbers.days of the week,7 months.directions,colors, body parts. 
7.Memorize the history questions 20-30. 


